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real religion. For a long time I have thought that 
we should be much nearer understanding our real 
position in these things if we could persuade the 
classical scholars to do for Greek religion what the 
compilers and translators of the Bible did for the 
Hebrew-that is, to collect together in the best avail
able translation the literature of the Greeks which 
formed the basis of their guides to conduct. The 
appropriate contents of such a collection were sketched 
out by Dr. James Adam, a college colleague of mine 
at Cambridge, whose untimely death is still deplored, 
in his Gifford lectures on the religion of the Greeks. 
\Vith him the subject 'Yas a source of unbounded 
enthusiasm, and his lectures are a series of sermons 
on the Testament of the Greeks. But we ordinary 
readers, unlearned in the Greek literature, are in the 
position of those who are offered sermons on the Old 
Testament instead of the Old Testament itself. 
If you imagine where we should stand if the 
Old Testament were denied to us except in the 
original Hebrew, you will understand the posi
tion the vast majority of us must occupy with regard 
to Greek ethics, which are, in fact, the ethics of our 
ruling classes in the old sense. Therefore I use this 
opportunity to beg those who are enthusiastic for Hel
lenistic studies to give us such a Testament. I feel 
sure it will enable us to understand the ideals of the 
public schools and universities, and throw an cntirelv 
new light upon the supposed conflict of classical and 
scientific studies, which is possibly onlv another phase 
of the other perennial - dispute about relfgious 
education. 

The ethical ideals of our schools and universities are 
clear, excellent in themselves, and appreciated every
where. Thev manifestlv excite enthusiasm and 
develop the spirit of sel(sacrifice for their mainten
ance. But what of the intellectual ideals? The sub
ject is important, because the cultivation of the intel
lect is the avowed purpose of academic institutions, 

the part of education which is necessary for carry
mg on the world's work. Looking at the actual 
practice of the universities, we can sec that the intel
lectual ideals are obscured, confused, and enfeebled 
bv the very process of competition between colleges 
which is so eminentlv successful in developing the 
ethical spirit. 

But the opportunity for strengthening and clearing 
our intellectual ideals is now. It may require some 
sacrifice of prejudices and traditions as between col
leges and the university, but the reward will certainlv 
be great. · 

I suppose that the character of anv distinguished 
educationist a century ago would be summed- up in 
the words, "He spared not the rod"; and to-day 
perhaps the highest pt·aise is expressed bv saying that 
"He spared neither the ratepayer nor the taxpayer," 
but even that is not enough. Money without motive 
power does not make education. We mav reserve our 
hif'hest praise for those educational establishments of 
which it mav be said that in the oursuit of a true 
ideal they spared "neither their prejudices nor their 
inherited privileges." It mRy sound sacrilegious, but 
it must be said : the Portia of our dreams will not 
become the alma mater that the nation needs if she 
can never be obtained except after the manner of her 
father's will. 

---- ----------

UNIVERSITY AJ;VD EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

SHEFFIELD.-Prof. C. H. Desch has been appointed 
professor of metallurgy in succession to Prof. J. 0. 
Arnold. Since September, 1918, Prof. Desch has been 
professor of metallurgy in the Royal Technical Col
lege, Glasgow, and he was previously Graham Young 
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lecturer in metallurgical chemistry in the Universitv 
of Glasgow. 

Vrscomn HALDANE, as president of Birkbeck 
College, was in the chair at the founder's day 
celebration on December rz. Fifty-eight of the 
graduates of the college who have taken their 
degrees at the University of London since I914, 
totalling 138, were presented to the president. The 
Principal (Dr. George Senter), in his report, said 
that 6oo Birkbeck men were known to have been on 
active service. Of these 331 obtained commissions,, 
and 87 names were on the roll of honour. During 
the war the chemistry department of the college pro
vided certain drugs needed for war purposes, and the 
physics department tested more than two 
optical instruments. Four-fifths of the students 111 

normal times were evening students. Lord Haldane 
gave an address on "What is Truth?" He said this 
was a topic on which he had been reflecting for forty
five vears-ever since he first entered a universitv. 
This- question was bound up with another, the same 
thing in another form, the relativity of knowledge, 
of which we had heard a great deal just lately. 
Einstein had told them about it, but he had dealt 
only with a fragment of the problem of rela
tivitv which covered the whole field of knowledge. 

of relativity went far beyond the mathe
matics of astronomy. What was it that Einstein had 
been trying to tell the wor!d? Even when you 
put truth into a nutshell, It was no! alw':ys 
to keep it there. The problem whtch E111stem 
raised was not new. People had thought of ttme 
and soace as something they knew all about, of a 
straight line as the shortest distance between two 
points. He then explained that to answer the ques
tion "V.That is Truth? " we must realise that the 
principle of relativity had shown us that the reality 
and our conception of it are not wholly separate. The 
observer and the observed could not be separated, 
and account must be taken of the observer. Sir 
Frederic Kenvon moved a vote of thanks, which was 
seconded bv Mr. James C. N. vVhite. 

THE Municipal College of Technology is 
making an appeal to the industrial and commercial 
communitv of Manchester and of south-east Lanca
shire for -the sum of 15o,oool., with a view to the 
extension of the present building and equipment on 
land adjoining the college bought some years ago 
for that purpose at a cost of 44,oool. The present 
teaching resources of the college are taxed to over
flowing with full-time day students, who now 
five hundred, the majority of whom 
to degrees in the faculty of techn<?logy 111 Umver
sity, whilst others are engaged 111 whole-ttrr;e post
graduate scientific industrial research. There IS every 
prospect that this n-qmber will be cons_iderably . aug
mented in the near future, and the govern111g body IS de
sirous of making the fullest for the increa:e. 
having regard to the serious c.ompehtton of the .chtef 
foreign nations, notably Amenca, Germanv, Swrtzer
land, and Japan, in the overseas markets. The urgent 
need for this- extension has been commended by -several 
important firms representative of the chief industries 
of the area, notabiy those engaged in the chemical, 
engineering, and textile trades; and at a 
meeting of the local brancp of the. Federatton 
of British Industries held 111 the ctty the fol
lowing resolution was unanimouslv passed :-'·That, 
having reg-ard to the fact that the Manchester 
College of Technology was the first 
tion of universitv rank to be estab!tshed m thts 
countrv, and being firmly of opinion that the d:velop
ment of the invahiable work of the College of 1 echno-
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logy is of vital importance to the well-being of the 
industries of the district and county, the executive 
committee of the Manchester District Branch of the 
Federation of British Industries confidentlv commends 
the appeal for rso,oooZ. (of which 26,oool. has been 
promised absolutely and conditionally) to extend the 
College of Technology to the sympathetic consideration 
of all Lancashire producers, being of opinion that lack 
of whole-hearted support will be to the prejudice of 
Lancashire industry." This welcome change in the 
attitude of great industrial firms towards technical 
training and research leads to the hope that this appeal 
mav meet with the cordial suoport which its serious 
and essential importance demands 

SOCIETIES AND A.CADEAfiES. 
LONDO!'<. 

Society, December 4--Sir J. ]. Thomson, 
president, in the chair.-A. M. Williams: The adsorp
tion of gases at low and moderate concentrations. 
Part i. : Deduction of the theoretical adsorption iso
stere and isotherm. Part ii. : Experimental verifica
tion of the form of the theoretical isosteres and iso
therms.-A. M. Williams : The adsorption of gases at 
low and moderate concentrations. Part iii. : Experi
mental verification of the constant in the theoretical 
adsorption isostere.-T. R. Merton: The secondary 
spectrum of hydrogen. It has been found that the 
presence of a large quantity of helium in vacuum tubes 
containing hydrogen modifies the secondary hydrogen 
spectrum in the sense that the relative intensities of 
the lines are completely altered, some lines being 
extremely weak in the spectrum of the mixture, whilst 
others are greatly enhanced and a number of new 
lines appear. Measurements have been made of the 
lines which are enhanced or unaffected by the admix
ture of helium; the changes are shown in a reproduc
tion of a photograph of the two spectra in juxtaposi
tion with a wave-length scale, by means of which the 
lines which are weaker in the spectrum of the mixture 
can be identified by reference to \Vatson 's measure
ments of the spectrum. The secondary hydrogen 
spectrum is of such complexity that the segregation of 
its lines into series of mathematicallv related lines is 
a task which offers great difficulties. -These difficulties 
can doubtless be lessened by the aid of physical 
methods of separating the lines into different 
classes.-T. R. Merton: The spectra of isotopes. 
(1) Interferometer measurements of the principal line. 
in the spectrum of ordinary lead and lead from pitch
blende show that in the latter case the line is less 
refrangible by o·ooso A. ±o·ooo7 A., in close agreement 
with the results of Aronberg. (2) In the case of lead 
from Ceylon thorite it has been found that the line is 
more refrangible than in ordinary lead by o·oo22 A.± 
o·oooS A. (3) The positions of the lines are arranged 
in the order of their atomic weights. (4) Spectro
scopic measurements seem to provide a favourable 
method of distinguishing isotopic elements. (5) A 
comparison has been made of the wave-lengths of the 
principal line in ordinary thallium' and thallium from 
pitchblende residues. The wave-length of the line in 
the spectrum of thallium from pitchblende has been 
found to be more refrangible than the line in ordinary 
thallium by o·ooss A.± o·ooio A. In the case of 
thallium the m!"asurements may possibly be affected 
by certain disturbing factors which do not apply to 
the measurements of the lines of lead. Unless the 
results a-re affected by these disturbing factors, it 
would seem likely that the thallium in pitchblende is 
an isotope of ordinarv thallium.-E. F. 
and T. P. Hilditch: A study of catalvtic actions at 
solid ><urfaces. Part ii. It is shown that the catalytic 
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action of metals, like that of certain enzymes, is 
reversible; in other words, compounds which are 
saturated in the ordinary sense are capable of inter
acting with the metal to form a svstem which breaks 
down into a more stable equilibrium consisting of 
hydrogen and a less saturated compound. This is 
readily demonstrated in the case of cyclohexanol; when 
a mixture of cyclohexanol and methyl cinnamate' is 
heated at I8o0 in presence of nickel, a considerable 
transference into cyclohexanone and methyl f3-phenyl 
propionate is effected. It is necessary that both com
ponents of the system should be present in the liquid 
state. Dehydrogenation has also been effected in the 
case of hexahydroxvlene and dihvdropinene mixed with 
methyl cinnamate (n presence of nickel ; in these cases 
a temperature of 230° is required. At this temperature 
small quantities of an ethyl oleate of unknown struc
ture are obtained from ethyl stearate.-F. Horton and 
Ann C. Davies: An experimental determination of the 
critical electron velocities for the production of radia
tion and ionisation on collision with argon atoms. 
The critical velocities for electrons in argon were 
investigated by methods similar to those employed in 
q; previous research for the determination of the cor
responding values in helium, the earlier form of ap
paratus being- modified somewhat to facilitate the 
detection of the beginnings of radiation and ionisation. 
As the result of many experiments under different 
conditions, the values II·5 volts ·and I5·I volts were 
obtained for minimum radiation velocitv and minimum 
ionisation velocity respectively. No sudden increas.!" of 
radiation at the second critical velocitv was detected, 
and it was shown that no detectable amount of ionisa
tion was Produced at I I·S volts. The limiting wave
length of the argon spectrum, calculated from the 
value, IS·I volts, found for the minimum ionisation 
velocity, is in agreement with the limit observed 
spectroscopically in the recent experiments of Lyman. 

Microscopical Society, November 19.--.\!Ir. 
]. E. Barnard, president, in the chair.-H. 
Carleton: Note on the Cajal formalin-silver nitrate 
impregnation method for the Golgi apparatus. The 
theory of silver impregnation in general was briefly 
outlined and the technique of the Cajal method 
described. Mention was made of the impregnation of 
cell-constituents other than the Golgi reticulum, while 
the problem of the production of artefacts by the 
various methods used for demonstrating the Golgi 
apparatus was discussed. Finally, mention was made 
of the various changes undergone by the Golg-i 
apparatus during certain physiological processes, 
i.e. glandular secretion, intracellular fat formation, 
ossifraction, etc.--F. I. G. Report on the 
collection of metallurgical specimens recently pre
sented by Sir Robert Hadfield, Bart. In 1918 a sug
gestion was made that the society might further 
interest, and perhaps research, in metallography. To 
this end Sir Robert Hadfield presented the society 
with a collection of specimens. These were polished 
at the Royal School of Mines by permission of Prof. 
Carpenter, and it is intended that they shall be avail
able for microscopic examination by fellows, in much 
the same way as i:he general collection. A catalog1;1e is 
being prepared, which will be readv shortly, giving 
brief details of the microstructures, etc. 

Linnean Society, November 20.-Dr. A. Smith Wood
ward, president, in the chair.-Dr. G. C. Drnce: The 
occurrence in Britain as native plants of Ajuga gene
vensis and Centaurium scilloides, Druce, var. portense 
(Brot.). Although there are previous records of Ajuga 
genevensis from Britain, the records are probably 
mistakes for pyramidalis or other species, and in one 
instance due to a garden-escape of the true plant. 
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